discover how to
keep them safe

discover the Downee difference
Since 1953 Downee has led the development
and innovation of gate and fence hardware,
supplying the trade and retail industries with
quality products that are built to last.
Today Downee, a subsidiary of RMD Industries
Pty Ltd, has grown to be one of the largest,
most trusted suppliers of gate and fencing
products & accessories in Australia and
New Zealand.

TM

100% Australian owned and operated, with
offices and warehouses in Sydney, Brisbane,
Perth, Adelaide and Auckland; Downee’s
headquarters and National Distribution
Centre is based in Melbourne.
Downee components will add quality to your
workmanship and will help you succeed in the
marketplace.
Downee, discover the difference.

Downee® is a division of RMD Industries™ Pty Ltd

downee.com.au

TM

PO Box 605, Sunshine VIC 3020 6-10 Market Road, Sunshine, VIC 3020
VIC/TAS: +61 3 9364 8288 NSW: 02 9421 1600 QLD: 07 3373 8511
SA/NT: 08 8349 7339 WA: 08 9209 3700 NZ: +64 2 167 6676
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pool gate lock
& hinge systems
top pull lockable latch
The Downee top pull latch has been designed with
a contemporary edge to complement the modern
styles of swimming pools today.
Made with the highest quality materials, you can trust
it will withstand the elements to offer 100%
reliable operation for many years to come.

DPL100
Independently tested in a NATA accredited
laboratory
 ompliant with Australian and New Zealand pool
C
safety standards
The only latch with two magnets
 deadlock feature to ensure the latching pin
A
cannot be pushed or pulled up when it is locked
 uick & easy installation with no need for spacers
Q
to clear external fence caps

gravity latches
The Downee Gravity Latch series offers a range of
options to suit all applications with easy installation.
Built to Downee’s stringent standards, these latches
are extremely durable and have been designed with
safety as the highest priority. So you can always close
your gate with confidence.

Vertical and horizontal adjustment
 ade with weatherproof materials to prevent
M
rusting, binding and jamming

DPG200
DPG300

Limited lifetime warranty

Double sided gravity latch (DPG200 and DPG300)
for metal or wood gates
5 pin lock re-keyable both sides to other household
doors
60mm long striker bolt allows for gate gaps from 		
12mm to 40mm

self closing hinges

Strong adjustable striker
Suits 50mm to 125mm posts
Right and left handed gate applications
DPG300 features external spindle - no need to drill

DPH210
Like all Downee latches, our hinges are made using the
highest quality materials available today.
Designed for smooth and sturdy operation, the DPH200
series of hinges self close gates up to 45Kg.
Suitable for left and right hand applications without the
need to invert the hinge and ensuring easy access for
tension adjustment at all times.

DPG100

DPG300
DPH200
Self closing with adjustable tension

Single sided gravity latch (DPG100)
for metal or wood gates
5 pin lock re-keyable to other household doors
 0mm long striker bolt allows for gate gaps from
6
10mm to 45mm

Medium to heavy duty
Easy height adjustment for perfect latch alignment
Also available with 2 legs (DPH210) for easy alignment
Available in kit with the top pull lockable latch (DPK200)

Striker can be adjusted vertically

Glass mounting kit available (DPHGGK)

Right and left handed gate applications

Safety cap available and included in selected kits
For the new range of Downee hinges please visit downee.com.au or check the Downee catalogue
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